FLYING    NORTH
all the world like the symbolic poster displayed to Soviet
youth to-day as its ideal: 'Knight of the Sky'. I wondered
if he, too, had already sacrificed the refreshing naivety
common to the best type of Russia's young men to the
spoiling consciousness of belonging to the country's modern
stardom. He started singing. Steadily he grew louder,
finding a new pride in being able to raise his voice just a
little over the roar of the engine. I picked out the tune.
This song he was singing out into the wind above the
Siberian taiga had been in the mouths of all Russians
last summer. Red Army men and school-children sang it;
the teacher of Marxism knew it by heart, as well as the
peasant girl on the collective farm; the jazz bands of the
Cafe Metropole and the Savoy Hotel in Moscow had
snapped it up; it was meant to sweep the country with its
new spirit:
6 Splendid land of mine so full of glory,
Lakes and rivers, mountains, fields, so free;
Do you know of any other country,
Where the people are as glad as we? . . .'
Then he leaned across to me and shouted into my ears:
'Only an airman really knows what this song means: only
we, who fly over our lakes and rivers, high above the fields,
can appreciate how beautiful it is. Just look, there and
there. . . .'
The earth was a huge disc. All around, its edges touched
the sky. With its millions of trees the forest covered the land
like a rich fur coat. The broad grey back of the Yenisei
carried long timber rafts straight down its course; it knew
its way well after thousands of years. Like a compass
needle it cut through the plain: pointing north. Here and
there a little lake, a tiny pool reflected the glittering light of
the sky.
We had flown for several hours. Starting at three in the
afternoon from Krasnoyarsk we took tea an hour and a half
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